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Early Childhood
(4 - 7 years old)

DREAMERS

BY YUYI MORALES
Morales and her young son
discover how they fit into
their strange new country
when they find the public
library in this gorgeous,
personal picture book.
THE DAY YOU BEGIN

BY JACQUELINE WOODSON
One little girl joins a new
class and finds her place as
classmates share their
unique backgrounds.
THANK YOU, OMU!

BY OGE MORA
When Omu makes a
delicious-smelling dinner,
neighbors stop by to
sample soup until the pot is
empty.
LET THE CHILDREN
MARCH

BY MONICA CLARKROBINSON
A young participant in
the children’s crusade
shows the world—and
young readers—how to
stand up for one’s
beliefs and make change.

THE PATCHWORK BIKE

BY MAXINE BENEBA CLARKE
Against a backdrop of
dynamic, action-filled
paintings, a young girl
describes, with tremendous
pride, the bike that her
brothers made from scrap
material and the
adventures they have.
I WALK WITH VANESSA:
A STORY ABOUT A
SIMPLE ACT OF
KINDNESS

BY KERASCOËT
One girl’s upstanding action
inspires her schoolmates to
join and support a bullied
child in this wordless,
important story.
DRAWN TOGETHER

BY MINH LÊ
A boy and his grandfather
bridge their cultural and
generational divide through
their shared love of art.
HOW RAVEN GOT HIS
CROOKED NOSE: AN
ALASKAN DENA' INA
FABLE

BY BARBARA J. ATWATER
Grandmother imparts the
importance of patience as
she retells the fable of
trickster Raven and his
missing nose.

7 ATE 9

BY LAURA GOWIN
6 has a problem. Everyone
knows that 7 is always
after him. Word on the
street is that 7 ate 9. Lucky
for him, Private I is on the
case.Will Private I put two
and two together and solve
the problem or is 6 next in
line to be subtracted?

IMAGINE!

BY RAÚL COLÓN
A boy’s imagination
comes alive during his
visit to the Museum of
Modern Art in this
wordless tribute to the
power of art.

Primary
Battle of the Books
Younger Readers
(8 - 11 years old)

BY JONATHAN AUXIER
Map on end papers. In nineteenth-century England, after her
father's disappearance Nan Sparrow, ten, works as a "climbing
boy," aiding chimney sweeps, but when her most treasured
possessions end up in a fireplace, she unwittingly creates a golem.

BY JESSICA DAY GEORGE
Princess Celie loves Tuesdays at Castle Glower, because every
Tuesday the castle adds a new room, a turret, or sometimes a
whole new wing, and Celie likes to map the changes to the castle,
but when her parents, King and Queen Glower, are taken captive,
it falls to Celie and her knowledge of the castle to defend their
home and save the kingdom.

BY JORY JOHN & MAC BARNETT
When master prankster Miles Murphy moves to sleepy Yawnee Valley,
he challenges the local, mystery prankster in an epic battle of tricks
but soon the two join forces to pull off the biggest prank ever seen.

BY EVA IBBOTSON
An Amazon adventure set in the wilderness of Brazil, Journey to
the River Sea is filled with mystery and memorable characters.
It is 1910 and Maia, tragically orphaned at thirteen, has been sent
from England to start a new life with distant relatives in Manaus,
hundreds of miles up the Amazon. She is accompanied by an
eccentric and mysterious governess who has secret reasons of her
own for making the journey. Both soon discover an exotic world
bursting with new experiences in Journey to the River Sea,

BY MOLLY KNOX OSTERTAG
In thirteen-year-old Aster's family, all the girls are raised to be
witches, while boys grow up to be shapeshifters. Anyone who dares
cross those lines is exiled. Unfortunately for Aster, he still hasn't
shifted ... and he's still fascinated by witchery, no matter how
forbidden it might be. When a mysterious danger threatens the
other boys, Aster knows he can help -- as a witch. It will take the
encouragement of a new friend, the non-magical and nonconforming Charlie, to convince Aster to try practicing his skills.
And it will require even more courage to save his family ... and be truly himself.

BY LISA GRAFF

BY KATE DICAMILLO

Fifth-grader Winnie, with notes

When Louisiana

from her friends, writes of turning

Elefante’s granny

her treehouse into an embassy after

wakes her up in

her newly-divorced parents become

the middle of the

unreasonable, where she is joined

night to tell her

by nine others with complaints.

that the day of
reckoning has

BY KATHERINE RUNDELL
Fred, Con, Lila, and Max are on
their way back to England from
Manaus when the plane they’re on
crashes and the pilot dies upon
landing. For days they survive
alone, until Fred finds a map that
leads them to a ruined city, and
to a secret.

BY KELLY YANG
Recent immigrants from China
and desperate for work and

arrived and they
have to leave home immediately,
Granny intends for them never to
return. Separated from her best
friends, Raymie and Beverly,
Louisiana struggles to oppose the
winds of fate and find a way
home. But as Louisiana’s life
becomes entwined with the lives
of the people of a small Georgia
town — she starts to worry that
she is destined only for good-byes.

money, ten-year-old Mia Tang's parents take a job managing a
rundown motel in Southern California, even though the owner, Mr.
Yao is a nasty skinflint who exploits them; while her mother (who was
an engineer in China) does the cleaning, Mia works the front desk
and tries to cope with demanding customers and other recent
immigrants--not to mention being only one of two Chinese in her
fifth grade class, the other being Mr. Yao's son, Jason.

BY GORDON KORMAN
Chase does not remember falling off the roof, in fact he does not
remember anything about himself, and when he gets back to middle
school he begins to learn who he was through the reactions of the
other kids--trouble is, he really is not sure he likes the Chase that is
being revealed, but can he take the opportunity amnesia has provided
and restart his life?

BY ANDREW CLEMENTS

BY GILL LEWIS
Something lives deep

Alec, a sixth-grade

within the forest . . .

bookworm always in

something that has not

trouble for reading

been seen on Callum's farm

instead of listening and

for over a hundred years.

participating in class,

Callum and Iona make a

starts a book club, solely

promise to keep their

to have a place to read,

amazing discovery secret, but can they keep
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as the stories in his favorite books.

BY GRACE LIN

BY EMILY

Minli, an adventurous

WINFIELD MARTIN

girl from a poor village,
buys a magical
goldfish, and then joins
a dragon who cannot
fly on a quest to find
the Old Man of the

Snow and Rose search the
forest for their missing
father and discover there
is a sinister magic at work
in the woods.

Moon in hopes of bringing life to Fruitless
Mountain and freshness to Jade River.

BY ROSHANI CHOKSHI
Twelve-year-old Aru
stretches the truth to fit
in at her private school,
but when she is dared
to prove an ancient
lamp is cursed, she
inadvertently frees an
ancient demon.

BY JACQUELINE WOODSON
Inspired by his teacher,
eleven-year-old Lonnie
begins to write about his
life in a series of poems
in which he discusses his
feelings about his
friends, his foster mom,
his little sister Lili, and
the death of his parents.

BY BARBARA O'CONNOR
Eleven-year-old Charlie Reese has been making the same silent
wish since fourth grade, hoping that some day it j will come
true. When her irresponsible parents send her to the Blue Ridge
Mountains of North Carolina to live with family members she
doesn't know, she needs that wish to come true more than ever.

BY WENDY MASS AND
REBECCA STEAD
Visiting her grandmother in Australia,
Livy, ten, is reminded of the promise
she made five years before to Bob, a
strange, green creature who cannot
recall who or what he is.

BY ELANA K.
ARNOLD
When his
veterinarian mom
brings home a stray
baby skunk that
needs rehabilitation
before it can be
placed in a wild

BY MARIA PARR
Speed and self-confidence, that's
Astrid's motto. Nicknamed "the little
thunderbolt," she loves to spend her
days racing down the hillside on her
skis or sled, singing merrily as she goes,
and drinking hot chocolate made from
real chocolate bars with her grumpy
best friend and godfather,

animal shelter, Bat,

Gunnvald. She just wishes there were other children to share

who has austim,

in her hair-raising adventures. But her world is about to be

resolves to prove

turned upside down, first by the arrival of a family with

that he is up to the

children to her village, and then by a mysterious woman

challenge of caring

whom everyone but Astrid seems to know. Gunnvald has

for the skunk

been keeping a big secret from her --one that will test their

permanently.

friendship. Astrid isn't happy about all the changes in
Glimmerdal. Luckily, she has a plan to set things right.

Secondary
Battle of the Books
Older Readers
(11 - 15 years old)

BY STACY MCANULTY
A lightning strike made Lucy, twelve, a math genius but, after
years of homeschooling, her grandmother enrolls her in middle
school and she learns that life is more than numbers.

BY MADELYN ROSENBERG &
WENDY WANG-LONG SHAN
In 1983 seventh-grader David Da-Wei Horowitz
has a lot to worry about--his bar mitzvah is
coming soon; his Jewish and Chinese
grandmothers argue about everything; his
teammates for the upcoming trivia contest,
Scott and Hector, do not like each other; he is
beginning to notice girls; and Scott has persuaded him to begin
digging a fallout shelter just in case the Cold War heats up.

BY LENE KAABERBØL
After her mother, a Shamer, is summoned
to Dunark for a mission, ten-year-old Dina
is forced to use her own special powers as
she is caught up in an adventure of
political intrigue and survival.

BY KATHRYN
ERSKINE
Ten-year-old Caitlin,
who has Asperger's
Syndrome, struggles
to understand
emotions, show
empathy, and make
friends at school,

BY NEAL SHUSTERMAN

while at home she

A Brooklyn eighth-grader nicknamed

seeks closure by

Antsy befriends the Schwa, an "invisible-

working on a project

ish" boy who is tired of blending into his

with her father.

surroundings and going unnoticed by
nearly everyone.

BY ALAN GRATZ
Although separated by continents and decades, Josef, a Jewish boy
livng in 1930s Nazi Germany; Isabel, a Cuban girl trying to escape the
riots and unrest plaguing her country in 1994; and Mahmoud, a Syrian
boy in 2015 whose homeland is torn apart by violence and
destruction, embark on harrowing journeys in search of refuge,
discovering shocking connections that tie their stories together.

BY ELLEN KLAGES
While her father works on

must help Dr. John

eleven-year-old gadget

Snow prove that

lover and outcast Dewey

cholera is spread

Kerrigan lives in Los

through water, and not

Alamos Camp, & becomes
friends with Suze, another

BY KIRAN MILLWOOD HARGAVE
When the Phillipine
government takes over
Culion, an island for
people with leprosy,
Ami is put in an
orphanage on another
island, where she inds
a friend willing to help
her return before her
mother dies.

BY NOELLE STEVENSON
Lord Ballister
Blackheart seeks to
bring down the
Institution of Law
Enforcement and
Heroics with the aid of
his new shapeshifting
sidekick Nimona.

Eel, an orphan, and his
best friend Florrie

the Manhattan Project,

young girl who is shunned by her peers.

BY DEBORAH HOPKINSON

poisonous air, when an
epidemic sweeps
across their London
neighborhood in 1854.

BY JASON REYNOLDS
Ghost, a naturally talented
runner and troublemaker,
is recruited for an elite
middle school track team.
He must stay on track,
literally and figuratively,
to reach his full potential

BY RODMAN PHILBRICK
After an earthquake has
destroyed much of the
planet, an epileptic
teenager nicknamed
Spaz begins the heroic
fight to bring human
intelligence back to the
Earth of a distant future.

BY PATRICK NESS
Todd, one month away from an important
birthday, learns all the tough lessons of
adulthood when he is forced to flee after
discovering a secret near the town where
he lives.
Through a series of poems, a young
girl chronicles the life-changing year
of 1975, when she, her mother, and her
brothers leave Vietnam and resettle in

BY THANHHA

Alabama.

LAI
BY LESLIE CONNOR
Mason Buttle is the biggest, sweatiest
kid in his grade, and everyone knows he
can barely read or write. Mason's
learning disabilities are compounded

BY SONYA

by grief. Fifteen months ago, Mason's

HARTNETT

best friend, Benny Kilmartin, turned up
dead in the Buttle family's orchard. An

In France during

investigation drags on, and Mason,

World War I, four
French children
learn about honesty,
loyalty, and courage
from an English
army deserter who
tells them a series of
stories related to his
small, silver donkey
charm.

honest as the day is long, can't understand why Lieutenant
Baird won't believe the story Mason has told about that day.
Both Mason and his new friend, tiny Calvin Chumsky, are
relentlessly bullied by the other boys in their neighborhood,
so they create an underground club space for themselves.
When Calvin goes missing, Mason finds
himself in trouble again. He's desperate
to figure out what happened to Calvin,
and eventually, Benny. But will anyone
believe him?

In 1911, Turner Buckminster hates his new home of Phippsburg,
Maine, but things improve when he meets Lizzie Bright Griffin, a
girl from a poor, nearby island community founded by former
slaves that the town fathers--and Turner's--want to change into
a tourist spot.

BY D. GARY SCHMIDT

BY JOHN DAVID
ANDERSON
A group of middle school
students decide to begin leaving
sticky notes f or each other after
cell phones are banned, but soon
the kids in school are leaving
cutting and cruel notes, and
nothing will ever be the same.

BY ADAM
GIDWITZ

BY ROSS WELFORD

Follows Hansel and Gretel

Alfie Monk is like any other

as they walk out of their

nearly teenage boy – except he’s

own story and into eight

1,000 years old and can

more tales, encountering

remember the last Viking

such wicked creatures as

invasion of England.

witches, along with kindly

Obviously no one believes him.

strangers and other

So when everything Alfie knows

helpful folk. Based in part

and loves is destroyed in a fire,

on the Grimms' fairy tales
Faithful Johannes, Hansel
and Gretel, The seven
ravens, Brother and sister,
The robber bridegroom,
and The devil and his
three golden hairs.

and the modern world comes
crashing in, Alfie embarks on a mission to find
friendship, acceptance, and a different way to live…
… which means finding a way to make sure he will
eventually die.
Obviously no one believes him.

Weblinks
HK BATTLE OF THE BOOKS
https://sites.google.com/site/hkbattleofthebooks/home

ALA NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOKS
http://www.ala.org/alsc/awardsgrants/notalists/ncb

GOLDEN DRAGON BOOK AWARDS

PANDA BOOK AWARDS

https://www.hkgoldendragonawards.org/

https://libguides.saschina.org/c.php?g=841238

THE CALDECOTT MEDAL
http://www.ala.org/alsc/awardsgrants/bookmedia/caldecottmedal/caldecottmedal

THE NEWBERY MEDAL
http://www.ala.org/alsc/awardsgrants/bookmedia/newberymedal/newberymedal

